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The Exhibit Columbus Activity Guide is for 
explorers ages 7 and older and their families.  
Take it with you as you explore the installations  
and use it at home to remember your visit. 
Use this guide to:

Read about the installations

Explore and look closely at  
the installations

Draw, craft, and imagine new  
works of art inspired by the  
installations

IMAGINE

TALK
ABOUT 

IT



Become an official Exhibit Columbus Explorer!
Do you have what it takes to become an 
Exhibit Columbus Explorer? 

Answer each question on this page. Take your 
completed page to any of the locations listed 
below for a signature and an official Exhibit 
Columbus Explorer button.

How many  
colors can you find at  
Between the Threads?

Which Miller Prize installation 
was the most fun to explore?

Visit the changing mini-exhibit at 
Window to Columbus. What material 
was featured when you visited?

Share your artwork  
with @ExhibitColumbus on  

Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter.  
What did you share?

Visit Synergia at North Christian 
Church. What might be another 
good title for this piece? 

SH
AR

E

Talk with friends or family about 
one or more of the installations. 
See the next page for conversation 
starters. Which piece(s) did you 
talk about?

Cleo Rogers Memorial Library 
536 Fifth Street 
Mon–Sat 8:30–9, Sun 1–4

Columbus Area Visitors Center 
506 Fifth Street 
Mon–Sat 9–5, Sun 12–5

kidscommons 
309 Washington Street 
Tues–Sat 10–5, Sun 1–5

Viewpoint Books 
548 Washington Street 
Mon–Sat 10–6

Engage Columbus 
431 Sixth Street 
Tues–Wed 9–2, Thurs 12–6



What catches your 
attention first? Why 
do you think you 
noticed it first?

Talk about the installations  
as you explore them. 

What does  
the shape of the 

installation remind  
you of? Why?

Remember the most 
important rule: There  
is no wrong answer!

What would you ask  
the person/people  

who made this  
installation?

Who do you  
want to show this  
installation to?  

Why?

Download the Hear/Here iPhone app  
to hear what others are saying about the 
installations. You may even choose to 
add your voice to the app!

TALK
ABOUT 

IT

Listen

Speak



All of the installations for Exhibit Columbus  
are temporary — they won’t stay here forever. 
When it’s time to pack up the installations, 
imagine taking some of these stones home  
with you. What would you do with them?  
What would you make with them?  

Draw one of your ideas.

The stones in Another Circle are made from an 
important Indiana building material — limestone. 
The stones connect features in the park that 
people use every day and form new spaces for 
playing, relaxing, and imagining.

Another Circle
by Aranda\Lasch 

IMAGINE



Anything can happen in the woods
by Plan B Architecture & Urbanism 

Take a stroll through the mirrored trees or sit down 
on a grassy mound. The new world imagined here 
invites people to spend time relaxing instead  
of walking by.

Why did your creatures or people come to 
these woods? What are they doing together  
in this strange place?

Create a comic strip on the next page using 
your answers from above. Then visit Anything 
can happen in the woods and act out your 
story with a friend!

What is happening in these woods? Create 
two characters. What are their names? What 
do they look like? Draw them.

IMAGINE





The Exchange was created by filling the space 
under three white canopies and connecting them 
with new lines, shapes, and patterns.

The Exchange
by Oyler Wu Collaborative 

It’s your turn. How 
would you fill the 
space? Would you 
make a wall? Add 
a place to sit? What 
colors or patterns 
would you use?  
Draw your idea.

IMAGINE



Conversation Plinth
by IKD 

Walk up each plinth, or platform. You’re standing 
on layers and layers of Indiana trees that raise 
you higher for new views.

Stand on the lowest plinth. From this position,  
tell someone what details you see on the 
library or the sculpture, Large Arch.

Climb to the top plinth and look around. 
What details do you notice on the library  
or sculpture that you didn’t see before?  

TALK 
ABOUT 
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ABOUT 
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Before American and European settlers came  
to live in the Columbus area, the Myaamia  
(mee-ah-mee-ah) people lived here. “Wiikiaami” 
(wi-kee-AH-mee) is the Myaamia word for 
wigwam. Just like a wigwam, Wiikiaami is a 
gathering space for the people of Columbus.

The panels covering 
Wiikiaami were made 
to look like eagle 
feathers or Myaamia 
clothing designs. You 
can re-imagine this 
installation. Gather 
colorful fall leaves or 
small scraps of paper. 
Tear or cut them into 
small pieces. Then glue 
the pieces onto the 
frame on the next page. 

Wiikiaami
by studio:indigenous 

Walk inside Wiikiaami. Watch the sunlight 
pass through the walls and onto the ground. 
Watch the light patterns on the ground. Tell 
someone what the patterns make you think  
of or how they make you feel.

IMAGINE





Inscribed  
by The Ohio State University

The frames of Inscribed were made by 3D 
printers. A 3D printer turns a computer image 
into something you can hold. In the same way, 
this piece imagines transforming a flat line 
drawing into a structure you can walk through.

Alchemy  
by University of Cincinnati

Student designers reused building materials  
to make something beautiful to look at,  
smell, touch, and listen to. They also asked 
Central Middle School students to help design 
and make the embossed shapes you see  
in the wood.

University Installations

49262  
by Ball State University

These student designers wanted their design to 
encourage people to look up toward the sky. 
Step inside and enjoy the view as you look up 
and through its 49,262 holes.



Indelible Pattern(s)  
by University of Kentucky

Indelible Pattern(s) was designed to act like a 
picture frame for the scenery around it. While 
you walk around and through it, try to find 
places where buildings or other objects seem 
surrounded by the installation’s design.

Synergia  
by Indiana University 
at North Christian Church

Synergia is made from many small, simple 
parts pieced together into a busy shape that’s 
hard to describe. Notice how all the pieces 
work together to create  beauty and light.

University Installations

Cloud / Bank  
by University of Michigan

Indiana and the states around it are known  
for making goods in factories and growing 
food on farms. Cloud / Bank has clues that  
make you think about both. Look for parts  
of the design that remind you of farming.  
Look for other parts that make you think  
of building and making.



Which one do you think 
weighs the least?

Which one could have 
been made by a robot? 

Which one could have 
pieces cut by lasers? 

Which one might have 
had the most people 
working on it?

Which one makes you 
curious to learn more?

Look at the installations at Central Middle 
School and learn more about them in the 
previous pages. Which do you think should  
be given these awards? Use what you see  
and what you think to make your choices.

University Installations
49262, Inscribed, Alchemy, Indelible Pattern(s), Cloud / Bank



TALK ABOUT IT
Compare your answers 
with a friend and 
explain your answers 
to each other.

Which one do you 
think took the longest 
time to make?

Which one seems most 
connected to Columbus?

Which one would Mother 
Earth like the most?

Which one do you think 
you could draw? Draw it!



The mini-museum in Window to 
Columbus displays materials 
and designs that were used to 
make Washington Street and 
its buildings. Visit the window 
again to see what’s new.

Window to Columbus
by Formafantasma

Pause
by Pettersen and Hein

The five Pause benches are 
made to match storefront 
colors you may have seen on 
Washington Street. Keep an 
eye out for matching colors.

At home, use clay and pipe cleaners or wires 
to design a small model inspired by one of the 
Pause benches. How will you bend the wire 
to form back and armrests? Did you make a 
bench you would like to sit on while you talk 
with a friend?

IMAGINE
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Columbus Circles
by Productora

Columbus Circles is a series  
of five resting places that point 
out a building feature with an 
interesting story.

Find a circle and rest for a while. What new 
details do you notice about the buildings 
around you?

With kidscommons and the 
Lucky Climber nearby, this 
stretch of the street is already 
fun. Playhouse is one more 
place for kids to explore and 
feel larger than life!

Playhouse
by Snarkitecture



Theoretical Foyer
by Cody Hoyt 

Theoretical Foyer is a new entryway welcoming 
people to Washington Street. It’s a colorful space 
to meet up with your friends.

The designer used color to organize small, 
repeated shapes into one detailed design.  
How would you color the triangles to make 
a new design?



Between the Threads
by High School Design Team

Six high school students from Columbus designed 
and made this colorful maze. You can find your 
way out by looking through the stringy walls 
wrapped in over 50 miles of plastic string.

Feeling inspired to be a designer? Cut out the 
badge on this page and glue it to thick paper 
or cardboard. Place it somewhere in your 
home to remind yourself that one day you 
might design something for Exhibit Columbus!



Exhibit Columbus celebrates 
architecture, art, design,  
and community! 
Be an Exhibit Columbus Explorer.  
Check out the four types of installations  
around Columbus.

Miller Prize Installations
Who: Designers from  
around the country
Their Challenge: Find inspiration 
 in Columbus spaces and  
help us notice something  
new about them

University Installations
Who: Students from design and  
architecture schools in Indiana  
and nearby states
Their Challenge: Use materials  
and technology in a new way

High School Installation
Who: Columbus students  
on the Design Team
Their Challenge: Learn how  
to think and work like an  
architect or designer

Washington Street 
Installations
Who: Designers from  
around the world
Their Challenge: Tell a story  
about Washington Street  
and get people to spend  
time together


